This article reviews a very recent field of noninvasive analysis of turbid media using micro-scale Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopymicro-SORS. The technique combines conventional SORS with microscopy concepts and represents a new imaging modality in Raman microscopy. Micro-SORS facilitates analytical capability for investigating non-destructively the chemical composition of subsurface, micrometerscale-thick diffusely scattering layers at depths more than an order of magnitude larger than those accessible with the depth resolving power of conventional confocal Raman microscopy. Potential application areas include nondestructive subsurface analysis of painted layers in cultural heritage, characterization of stratified polymer systems, analysis of layered biological samples or forensic analysis. The article discusses the basic principles of the technique, its variants and outlines emerging applications in this rapidly evolving field.
Introduction
Confocal Raman microscopy is a powerful analytical technique which has found its widespread use across a vast number of analytical areas ranging from biomedicine and biology to forensics, semiconductors, pharmaceutics, geology and materials research and manufacture to name only some. 1 Although the technique is applicable to non-invasive probing of transparent or semi-transparent materials, its applicability to scanning indepth within highly turbid (diffusely scattering) samples is severely limited due to its inability to provide direct optical imaging within samples at depths where photon diffusion propagation mechanisms become dominant. With such highly turbid matrices, often encountered with paint, coatings or biological samples, the depth penetration of the technique can be restricted to several micrometres or tens of micrometres in P. Matousek
Prof. Pavel Matousek has worked at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the area of vibrational spectroscopy for over 24 Through her PhD and research at ICVBC she established an expertise in the area of advanced applications of vibrational spectroscopy to the analysis of materials, in particular in Cultural Heritage. She supervises the Raman Laboratory at ICVBC, started by her after her PhD. In 2014 she was a visiting scientist at the STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, under CNR's Short Term Mobility program. She has published around 35 peerreviewed papers in leading journals in respective fields. some cases. Many analytical problems requiring deeper noninvasive probing in these matrices are therefore not addressable by this conventional approach. This limitation of confocal Raman microscopy often necessitates resorting to cross sectional analysis to retrieve chemical information from deeper layers. The cross sectional analysis is, however, invasive and often highly undesirable or in some situations not permissible: examples of relevant matrices include artworks in cultural heritage such as panel, canvas and mural paintings, painted statues or other decorated objects. Painted layers are highly turbid and typically only a few tens of micrometres thick and often spread in multiple stratigraphy. 2, 3 Other application examples include analysis of stratifications within polymers, forensic applications, paper or biological samples such as seeds, both in research and in quality control.
Recently a new concept in Raman microscopy capable of overcoming the limit of accessible depths has emergedmicro-SORS. The concept builds on earlier advances of a related technique developed in recent years, Spatially Offset Raman Spectroscopy (SORS). 4, 5 Micro-SORS has distinct advantages over both conventional SORS and confocal Raman microscopy. First, Micro-SORS is able to analyse turbid layers beyond the reach of confocal Raman microscopy. Second, micro-SORS is able to resolve thin separate layers unlike conventional SORS which would only sense them as a composite super layer (i.e. being insensitive to its internal structure). In general, SORS principles are related to concepts used in NIR absorption tomography [6] [7] [8] and fluorescence spectroscopy [9] [10] [11] [12] which can also utilise the detection of optical signals separated from the point of illumination. However, conceptually there are some differences; for example, with NIR the detection of signal is performed at the same wavelengths as those injected into the sample posing difficulties for example in suppressing specular type reflections whilst in fluorescence spectroscopy the detection wavelengths are shifted away from the laser illumination (as with SORS) and the laser illumination wavelength has to be within an absorption band of detected species to induce the fluorescence in the first place posing restrictions on the choice of wavelengthsunlike with SORS where no absorption is required for the induction of Raman process. The penetration depths of the NIR and fluorescence techniques are however often higher than those of SORS as they deal typically with significantly stronger signals. On the other hand, the chemical content derived from SORS measurements is often considerably higher than that available from its counterparts defining its distinct application niches.
A conventional SORS approach relies on spatially separating the Raman collection zone from the laser illumination zone on the sample surface. Such spatially offset Raman spectra contain varying relative contributions from different sample depths. 5 This is a consequence of the photons migrating to spatially separated zones near the surface having a higher likelihood of being lost at the sample-to-air interface than photons migrating through deeper zones. Statistically the mean photon penetration depth increases with increasing spatial offset. Such data sets enable the retrieval of Raman spectra of sublayers within stratified turbid matrixes. For a two layer sample at least two SORS spectra acquired at different spatial offsets are required to recover the Raman spectra of individual layers. One such spectrum would typically be a zero spatially offset spectrum (equivalent to a conventional backscattering Raman spectrum) and one obtained at a non-zero spatial offset. The numerical recovery of spectra from individual layers is achieved by a scaled subtraction of the two spectra 
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from each other with the multiplication factor adjusted to just cancel the contribution of the undesired layer leaving behind only the contributions from the layer one is recovering.
Micro-SORS technique
In its very essence, micro-SORS concept constitutes a merger of SORS and microscopy concepts. The most basic variant of micro-SORS technique is defocusing micro-SORS 2 derived from early research into defocusing SORS. [13] [14] [15] Although this is not the most effective concept available, 16 as it does not involve fully separated laser illumination and Raman collection zones leading to lower contrast between individual layers derived from SORS, it is undoubtedly the most practical due to its extreme simplicity and suitability for use with existing conventional Raman microscopes without any modifications. Consequently, most research to date in micro-SORS has been based around this modality.
The concept of defocusing micro-SORS is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a two layer turbid system. The basic measurement relies on collecting at least two Raman spectra using a conventional Raman microscope. The first spectrum is acquired with the sample in a standard 'imaged' position where conventional Raman microscopy would traditionally be performed to analyse the surface of the sample. Then, a second measurement is taken with the sample moved away from the microscope objective by a 'defocusing distance Δz', to a so called 'defocused' position. (The reader should note that standard depth profiling in conventional confocal Raman microscopy would entail the opposite sample movement, i.e. towards the objective.) The effect of the sample displacement is the enlargement ('defocusing') of both the laser illumination and Raman collection zones on the sample surface. The larger the defocusing distance the greater the enlargement of both the laser illumination and Raman collection zones on the sample surface. This position is also reminiscent of global illumination Raman microscopy. The key difference is the presence of a step in micro-SORS Raman analysis where the acquired 'imaged' and 'defocused' spectra are compared for their spectral content (see Fig. 1 and 2). The 'imaged' position measurement yields a Raman spectrum dominated by the surface layer 17 and would correspond conceptually to a zero-spatially offset measurement in conventional SORS analysis. The measurement carried out in the 'defocused' position produces a Raman spectrum which has a significantly higher degree of Raman contribution from sublayers, in analogy with a nonzero spatially offset spectrum acquired in a conventional SORS measurement. 13 The relative intensity change within spectral subcomponents signifies the presence of multiple layers in the sample. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 where a two-layer plastic system is measured with micro-SORS; polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) on top of polypropylene (PP). With increasing defocusing distance Δz the relative Raman contribution of the sublayer (PP) increases over the surface layer Raman component (PTFE).
A simple mathematical manipulation of the 'imaged' and 'defocused' spectra can then be used to retrieve a pure Raman spectrum of sublayer. This process involves a scaled subtraction of the 'imaged' spectrum from the 'defocused' spectrum cancelling the contribution of the top layer (see Fig. 3 ). The pure Raman spectrum of the top layer can be obtained in analogy by a reverse processa scaled subtraction of the 'defocused' spectrum away from the 'imaged' spectrum cancelling any features due to the sublayer. A pure spectrum from the top layer may be desirable, for example, in situations where the top layer is thin and conventional Raman microscopy renders a spectrum which is a mixture of the Raman spectra of the top layer and sublayer. In this situation a pure spectrum of the top layer could not be recovered from such a single Raman measurement without a priori knowledge of the composition and position of at least one of the layers. In the concerned experimental demonstration good correspondence between the spectra recovered by the scaling procedure and reference spectra has been achieved apart from residual noise which is naturally higher for the spectrum of the sublayer (see Fig. 3 ). It should be noted that the scaling factors do not vary linearly with the displacement Δz. The dependence is highly nonlinear with a steeper initial dependence followed by a plateau for larger displacements Δz. 2 The concept of scaled subtraction was first applied to confocal Raman microscopy with transparent samples by the Morris group. 18, 19 In these measurements the Raman spectra of overlapped images within a transparent sample were deconvolved from spectra obtained at different sample depths. This provided a stack of well-resolved Raman images describing the three-dimensional topology of the sample. Although micro-SORS deals with turbid samples and relies on photon diffusion rather than direct imaging the underlying principles are otherwise similar.
As the Raman signal is typically stronger at the 'imaged' position than in the 'defocused' position, this reduction of the signal in the 'defocused' position can be compensated either using longer acquisition times or higher laser powers. For the latter, the risk of damaging the sample due to excess heating is mitigated by an enlarged laser illumination zone on the sample surface.
At first glance, it may not be immediately obvious how SORS spatial offset mechanism relates to the micro-SORS measurements as both the laser and Raman collection zones remain overlapped in both the 'imaged' and 'defocused' positions. The situation becomes clearer when we consider the process at the individual photon level. Each detected Raman photon can be traced theoretically back to its originating laser photon. With the enlarged illumination and collection zones, the exit point of the Raman photon can be spatially separated at the sample surface from the entry point of its originating laser photon. This separation can range from none to a maximum possible value determined by the diameter of the laser illumination/Raman collection zone. That is when the laser photon excitation and Raman photon collection points at the sample surface are exactly at the opposite edges of the illumination/Raman collection zone. The entire ensemble of Raman photons detected in this way will therefore have an associated distribution of spatial offsets. Consequently, there will be a net non-zero SORS spatial offset present in the overall Raman spectrum acquired in the 'defocused' position. The magnitude of this net spatial offset can be controlled by the overall degree of defocusing introduced, i.e. the diameter of the illumination/Raman collection zonethe larger defocusing leading to a larger effective spatial offset. In turn, the 'imaged' collection yields a near zero spatially offset Raman spectrum as the photons can have only near-zero spatial offset due to their excitation and collection zones being confined to effectively a single, overlapped spot. The theoretical foundations of micro-SORS were formed by Di et al. 20 and Matousek et al. 21 using Monte Carlo simulations in analogy with earlier work on conventional SORS. 22 The latter micro-SORS study 21 reproduced in Fig. 4 concluded that penetration depths larger than an order of magnitude or two are possible with defocusing micro-SORS compared with the accessible depths achievable with conventional confocal Raman microscopy. The thickness of the two layers was maintained the same in the simulations and in a range of 10-40 μm for the studied thin-layer configurations. In particular, Fig. 4 shows the enhancement of the relative intensity of Raman signal from the lower of the two thin layers over the top thin layer for a situation with low absorption and a photon transport length of 1 µm. The relative intensity of Raman signal from the bottom layer over top layer ('enhancement factor') is plotted normalised to the ratio of the same intensities obtained at 5 μm illumination/collection diameter. The plot evidences that the enhancement factor improves rapidly within the defocusing range of 5 to 200 µm. Subsequent improvement above 200 µm is relatively small with dependence plateauing. The enhancement factor is also found to be higher for thicker layers. Fig. 4b shows the overall dependence of the depth of origin of Raman photons on the degree of defocusing. A similar trend is observed here too; a sharp rise is present up to 200 μm diameters followed by a plateau region. The depth range down to which 50% of photons originate from (median depth) increases from 1.7 μm to 9 μm when going from the imaged to the largest defocused diameter (this in turn also means that 50% of photons originate from greater depths than the median value). The 90% quantile indicates the depth range down to which 90% of Raman photons originate from. It increases from 7.4 μm to 26 μm over the same range. The accessible depths can be contrasted with those achievable with depth accessing capability of conventional confocal Raman microscopy which, in this situation, would be approximately restricted to a photon transport lengthin this case therefore to only ∼1 μm. This is because the photon directions are fully randomised upon this propagation distance and direct imaging of subsurface sample regions on which confocal Raman microscopy crucially depends is lost. In sharp contrast the above results of Monte Carlo simulations indicate that under the same conditions using the largest defocusing (800 μm) the micro-SORS technique is capable of deriving 10% of its signal from depths larger than 26 μm, and a smaller fraction from yet greater depths -1% of Raman signal was evaluated to originate from depths greater than 45 μm in the concerned case. That is from 45-times greater depths than those accessible with conventional confocal Raman microscopy depth resolving power under the same situation. It should be noted that micro-SORS spatial resolution in general is considerably lower than that of confocal Raman microscopy and as such it should only be considered as an extension of confocal Raman microscopy capability at depths where conventional methods are inapplicable.
In general, the limitations of the micro-SORS technique include inapplicability to highly absorbing or highly fluorescing samples, extremely thin sublayers and compounds with low Raman cross sections at the subsurface position. In addition, samples possessing very high heterogeneity horizontally (at 90 degrees to the z-axis), within the layers are also challenging for the analysis without recourse to a more complex data acquisition methodology. 3 Fig. 4 The results of Monte Carlo simulations depicting (a) the enhancement of sublayer signal (normalised) in defocusing micro-SORS measurements for different layer thicknesses (indicated next to curves), (b) the penetration depth into medium expressed as median, 10% quantile and 90% quantile depth ranges down to which the corresponding fractions of Raman signals originate from as a function of laser illumination and Raman collection area diameters. The calculations were performed for a low absorption situation (α = 0.23 mm −1 ) and a photon transport length of 1 µm. 21 
Analyst
Critical Review The degree of relative performance of the defocusing variant of micro-SORS versus more advanced versions including also complete separation of the illumination and collection zones was analysed both theoretically and experimentally by Conti et al. 16 The experimental study concluded that the full separation of laser illumination and Raman collection zones, in line with theoretical expectations, leads to much larger enhancement of the sublayer in comparison with the surface layer than with the basic defocusing micro-SORS; by an order of magnitude for the analysed situation comprising two thin turbid layers on top of an extended third turbid layer. Fig. 5 illustrates the experimental results. The measurements were performed on a 3 layer pigment system: red at the top location (Rred ochre), white in the middle (Wtitanium white) and yellow at the bottom (Ybismuth vanadate). The micro-SORS spectra obtained using the method with fully separated illumination and collection points (SO) are shown in Fig. 5a . The '0' spatial offset spectrum represents a conventional Raman spectrum and is dominated by Raman bands associated with the top layer (R). The Raman bands of the second layer (W) are also clearly visible. No Raman spectra of the substrate layer are seen at this initial position. The gradual incrementing of the spatial offset leads to a rapid diminishment of the top layer signal (R) relative to that of the second layer (W) in line with model's predictions. At a spatial offset >40 μm one already begins to see the bands of the third layer (Y) which keeps increasing relative to the intensity of the Raman bands of both the top (R) and second (W) layers.
The experiments were carried out again on the same sample using the defocusing (DLR) method. Again a similar pattern is seen (see Fig. 5b ). The top layer signal (R) diminishes in relative terms to the second layer signal (W) with increasing displacement of the sample from the micro-scope objective. However, in this case, the rate of the change is much smaller and the ultimate ratio reached at 1 mm is much lower than that with the SO method at 160 μm offset. In addition, the third (Y) layer is only tenuously resolved at the extreme displacement of 1 mm.
Overall, the fully separated illumination-collection point (SO) variant outperformed the defocusing (DLR) configuration by a factor of ×14. The comparison study enables Raman spectroscopists to evaluate a specific application on existing confocal Raman microscopy systems with defocusing micro-SORS and then project expected performance with a more complex fully spatially offset design requiring dedicated instrumentation. This would enable the end user to assess whether extra resources required for customisation of the Raman microscope to permit a more advanced variant are warranted by the specific application. A possible implementation of the fully spatially offset method comprises bringing the laser beam on the sample surface via a separate optical route bypassing the Raman collection microscope 16 or alternatively by spatially resolving images on the CCD detector in a standard confocal Raman microscope as demonstrated by Di et al. 20 Although, the latter concept restricts the range of spatial offsets deployable by the field of view of the microscope.
In addition to establishing the chemical makeup of individual layers the micro-SORS technique is also capable of determining the order in which the layers are laid. This is achieved by examining the relative rate of the decay of signals from individual layers. 17 It is also possible to determine whether two chemical components detected by micro-SORS belong to two separate layers or if they are deposited within a mixed up single-layer. 23 As the defocusing micro-SORS utilises instrumentation identical to that used with confocal Raman microscopy it is Fig. 5 Experimental results of micro-SORS measurements on a system consisting of two uppermost thin layers of paint (Rred (top layer), Wwhite (1 st sublayer)) located on an extended substrate paint layer (Yyellow (2 nd sublayer)) with (a) micro-SORS with full spatial separation between collection and illumination zones and (the spatial offset is indicated next to the spectra) and (b) defocusing micro-SORS (the sample displacement from the microscope objective is indicated next to the spectra). 16 important to understand which measurement type should be performed and which data interpretation method should be applied for a particular sample, as discussed by Conti et al. 24 The distinction between the two methods of micro-SORS and conventional confocal Raman microscopy (CRM) is governed principally by the turbidity of the sample; when the sample is transparent on the scale of the z-scan (z-scan magnitude ≪ photon transport path length in the sample) the CRM interpretation of data is relevant and when the sample is diffusely scattering on the scale of the z-scan the micro-SORS interpretation applies.
It is also worth noting that if micro-SORS is performed by moving the sample from the original 'imaged' plane away from the microscope objective, as suggested above, the micro-SORS data cannot be confused with those of conventional Raman microscopy. This is because transparent samples would not be expected to produce major Raman signals in this z-scan region. However, if measurement is performed on a highly turbid sample (on the scale of the z-scans performed) by moving the microscope objective closer to the sample from the 'imaged' plane and applying the CRM interpretation, then entirely incorrect information on sample constitution would be derived as very different underlying photon propagation mechanisms are involved. To avoid this ambiguity in the CRM measurements a simple test is proposed 24 to indicate which data interpretation should be applied when performing a zscan on the sample whilst moving the microscope objective towards the sample from its initial sample surface 'imaged' position. The test consists of performing a z-scan in both the positive and negative directions away from the initial sample surface position. The symmetry or asymmetry of the obtained Raman intensities around the initial 'imaged' position then suggests whether the micro-SORS data interpretation should be applied or the CRM one; the symmetric response indicates a turbid sample and micro-SORS interpretation (unless a very thin transparent sample, on the scale of the depth resolution of Raman microscope, is present) whilst an asymmetric response suggests a transparent sample and a need to invoke CRM interpretation to the data.
Emerging application areas
Although the micro-SORS technique has been developed only very recently it has already been demonstrated conceptually in several potential application areas. Apart from validating the micro-SORS concept Fig. 3 and 4 also depict one of its important potential application areasthe non-invasive analysis of stratified polymers and the capability of the technique to isolate individual layers from each other. Multiple layers are often used in practical assemblies to achieve desirable properties of the final productfor example in food packaging the container needs to maintain certain mechanical properties and durability whilst it must not interact chemically with the content and provide an effective chemical barrier from the external environment. The analysis of these layers is important in many areas including polymer research and quality control in manufacture. However, these layers are often highly diffusely scattering and beyond the reach of conventional Raman microscopy and as such requiring cross sectional analysisin this context micro-SORS represents an attractive non-invasive analytical alternative.
The capability of the method has also been demonstrated in isolating the chemical signature of different layers of paint with both artificially assembled systems 2 and objects of art. 3 The latter included painted sculptures and plasters. Fig. 6 exemplifies the use of micro-SORS on the subsurface analysis of a red mantle of a sculpture of Christ's disciple originating from a prestigious devotional place called 'Varese Sacred Mount' (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization World Heritage site). The sculpture was repainted many times over the centuries and consequently stratigraphy comprises a number of red layers consisting of red pigments such as red lake, red lead, red ochre and cinnabar. The micro-SORS Raman spectra permit the identification of individual layers and their chemical nature. The 'imaged' position spectrum exhibits only red lead Raman bands, but with the increase of the defocusing distance, the relative contribution of cinnabar increases together with lead white, frequently used as an extender of the cinnabar pigment. The findings were substantiated independently by cross sectional Raman analysis.
Micro-SORS was also applied to the analysis of biological samples. It was used in a study of chemical composition of cortical and cancellous bone samples 20 and seeds. 17 Fig. 7 demonstrates its use in the analysis of wheat seed. Despite high turbidity of the outer shell of the seed which also dominates the signals of conventional confocal Raman microscopy, micro-SORS permitted to separate the inner content (starch) from its outer shell Raman signatures. The observations were consistent with the results of independent conventional cross sectional Raman analysis. Grain composition is an important quality marker in food processing as the composition can affect the quality of the grains, and linking the seed composition as well as seed development during processing and storage with the end quality is of major importance. In addition, the identification of diseases at an early stage is of significant importance for grain producers, which calls for rapid and non-destructive methods for characterisation of inner grain components. Micro-SORS as a non-destructive technique, in order to rapidly characterise chemical components within a grain quantitatively or to monitor anomalies, thus holds a great potential in this area.
Conti et al. has also demonstrated the potential of micro-SORS in the area of non-invasive analysis of internal composition of processed paper, 17 another important analytical area with potential application in manufacture quality control. The micro-SORS approach was shown to be capable of resolving non-invasively thin layers within a glossy paper revealing the presence of distinct layers within the sample; a top layer of rutile (TiO 2 ), a layer of calcite (CaCO 3 ) below and a layer of pure cellulose underneath within the body of the paper. Fig. 6 Micro-SORS on a painted sculpture of Christ's disciple from Varese Sacred Mount in Northern Italy: (a) fragment image (the white square indicates the area analysed with micro-spatially offset Raman spectroscopy); (b) optical image and scheme of the stratigraphy; and (c) the defocused spectra are shown for different distances from the imaged plane indicated next to each spectrum (0 = 'imaged' position). The spectra are offset for clarity. Note that the line markers are for guidance to emphasise the changing relative intensity of the red lead, cinnabar and lead white with defocusing. The reference spectra are acquired on the sample cross section using conventional Raman spectroscopy. 3 Fig. 7 Defocused micro-SORS spectra of a wheat seed ("Olivin" variety, a winter wheat variety grown in Norway) shown for different distances from the "imaged" plane indicated next to each spectrum (Δz = 0, "imaged" position). The spectra are offset for clarity. Note the line markers are for guidance to emphasize the changing relative intensity of ferulic acid and starch with the defocusing distance; the reference spectra, shown in red, were acquired on the sample cross section using conventional Raman spectroscopy. 17 Overall, given the wide applicability of the technique and potential for further improvements by introducing fully separated illumination and collection micro-SORS modalities the concept is expected to find a number of application niches in several areas providing a complementary analytical capability to conventional Raman microscopy in situations where the accessible depths of conventional Raman microscopy are inadequate.
Critical

Conclusions
The recently proposed and demonstrated concept of micro-SORS combining traditional SORS concept with microscopy widens the applicability of conventional Raman microscopy by extending its accessible depths by up to an order of magnitude. As such thin multiple turbid layers of paint, biological interfaces, coatings and polymer layers can be analysed noninvasively at depths previously inaccessible by conventional Raman microscopy avoiding thus a need for invasive crosssectional analysis. This paves way for a host of new analytical applications across a range of disciplines.
